Memoirs and manuscripts of Pavel A. Sokolov, (1897 - 1966), Moscow lawyer and author. The memoirs pertain to his military service in 1914-20. The most detailed account is "Kak ono bylo," describing primarily World War I. Shorter works include: "Iug Rossii," which describes the founding of the State Guard (Gosudarstvennaia Strazha), which was supposed to replace the Imperial Police (1915); "Dobroarmiia - k sorokaletiiu kontsa vooruzhennoi Beloi Bor'by," which describes the 1917 Revolution and the formation of the White Army in Moscow, Kiev and Odessa; a lecture read in Paris, on March 12, 1929, entitled "Sviatokrestovskii Partizanskii Otriad - v bor'be protiv krasnykh v 1920 godu i otkhod otriada v Gruziiu." Also included is a typed copy of an unpublished novel entitled "Valeriia and Vera" under his pseudonym Sokolovsky.